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In the first hours there was nothing, no fear or sadness, just a black and perfect silence.Nando

Parrado was unconscious for three days before he woke to discover that the plane carrying his

rugby team, as well as their family members and supporters, to an exhibition game in Chile had

crashed somewhere deep in the Andes. He soon learned that many were dead or dyingâ€”among

them his own mother and sister. Those who remained were stranded on a lifeless glacier at nearly

12,000 feet above sea level, with no supplies and no means of summoning help. They struggled to

endure freezing temperatures, deadly avalanches, and then the devastating news that the search

for them had been called off. As time passed and Nandoâ€™s thoughts turned increasingly to his

father, who he knew must be consumed with grief, Nando resolved that he must get home or die

trying. He would challenge the Andes, even though he was certain the effort would kill him, telling

himself that even if he failed he would die that much closer to his father. It was a desperate

decision, but it was also his only chance. So Nando, an ordinary young man with no disposition for

leadership or heroism, led an expedition up the treacherous slopes of a snow-capped mountain and

across forty-five miles of frozen wilderness in an attempt to find help. Thirty years after the disaster

Nando tells his story with remarkable candor and depth of feeling. Miracle in the Andesâ€”a first

person account of the crash and its aftermathâ€”is more than a riveting tale of true-life adventure: it

is a revealing look at life at the edge of death and a meditation on the limitless redemptive power of

love.From the Hardcover edition.
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Piers Paul Read wrote the great book Alive and after an excellent movie it could be thought there

was little more left to the actual story. Wrong. Nando Parrado adds much much more to this survival

story and doesn't re-tell like Read but lets you know what happened to him and his emotions on the

mountain. This is a great companion to the classic book. Most (myself included) wanted to be

Nando - he was strong, and saved his friends through unreal internal fortitude - he's a genuine hero.

His is one of the most compelling survival stories in recorded history and this is a worthy

memoir.Where Read lets you know what happened Parrado lets you know the why's and how's they

survived - the real heart of this story. He let's the reader know in more detail the miserable existence

on the mountain. When you read his thought "tears waste salt" it might sound cold hearted but it

was the RIGHT thought and you begin to understand his inner strength. His thoughts about his

family are touching, his feelings about his great father are insightful - what a fortunate son, what a

fortunate father. Without his father the disappearance of the plane would remain a mystery.In an

interview Roberto Canessa once said the survivors know each other better than anyone. I really

didn't understand that until reading this book. Parrado also sheds light on some negative depictions

of survivors in Read's book and it helps the reader understand their actions. I also enjoyed reading

what happened to Parrado after the incident and how the words and behavior of his friends who

died on the mountain has influenced him. It took Parrado a long time to realize how inspirational his

story is and it's great he's written his story. Make no mistake; this story is not about cannibalism, it is

about love, survival and determination. I'm a better person for having read this book.

As a youngster, I heard bits and pieces of this story--an Andes plane crash; a rugby team;

cannibalism; heroism and terror. When I saw that a new, more personal account was being

released, I knew I would have to read it, to experience the horror and amazement that my own

father felt in the generation before me."Miracle in the Andes" is a superbly written book. A prologue

hints at much greater trouble to come with a brief description of the plane crash's aftermath. Then,

with building, unrelenting drama, the story follows the chronological path of the ordeal. As a reader, I

was awed by the grandeur and beauty of the Andes, then frightened by their rapid weather changes



and malevolent moods. I related to different individuals' reactions--and lack thereof--to the trials they

endured. At certain points, I laughed. Or shook my head. Or took a deep breath and moved on. By

the end, I was moved to tears by Nando's final poignancies and his reunion with his father.Like "Into

Thin Air" and "Endurance," this book has all the qualities of fantastic non-fiction, mixing detail and

human drama without melodrama. It provides tasteful photos and clear maps for clarity. Going

beyond even the soul-searching of "Touching the Void," "Miracle in the Andes" moves forward with

unflinching honesty and believable introspection. It's an account of challenge and encouragement to

each of us as we go through trials that life throws our way. With his talented co-writer, Nando peels

back the layers of his memory and emotion to glean from his experience and then to pass on that

learning to others. The passage of time not only lends weight to his words, it lends a humility and

grace.

This is one of the most remarkable books I've ever read - just an incredible story and told with

perfect pacing. I started reading the book on a plane of all places and then finished it the first night

at 4:00 in the morning. You won't be able to put it down - even though you'll know the ending.The

story truly puts our small problems in perspective and gives the reader an apprecition for the human

spirit at it's most tested.Now I just want to find someway to hear Nando Parrado speak in person.

Although the stories of the rugby players who crash landed in the Andes and survived there for

months is well known, especially as told by Alive. In this book, a survivor tells the story from his

perspective. This book makes you really believe the saying that truth is stranger than fiction. I would

find it hard to believe that a charter plain could crash land in the Andes (after coming apart in

mid-air), have over half those on board survive (but not the plane's crew), that these remaining

mostly young men could survive for 72 days in the freezing temperatures with just snow to drink and

flesh to eat, and that two men could attempt a ten-day journey through the Andes. But it happened,

and this is the story as told by one of the two men who went in search of rescue.Quote: "Nando, I

want you to remember, even in this place, our lives have meaning. Our suffering is not for nothing.

Even if we are trapped here forever, we can love our families, and God, and each other as long as

we live. Even in this place, our lives are worth living."I thought this book was amazing- sad,

though-provoking, suspenseful, I couldn't put it down. The author makes it clear that he is telling his

own story, not just the facts of what happened, but also his feelings and internal conflict during that

time. He does not sensationalize the story (which he felt the media did)- instead of dwelling on grisly

facts for shock value, he mentions them, that the survivors did what they had to do, and moves on.



what the media considers most important in the story and what he believes people should take from

it are very different things.
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